Blanket Fort
First-person survival blanket fort building.
Don’t Starve survival gameplay meets LittleBigPlanet aesthetics.

Building
Players are trying to build a large blanket fort within a room. They need a couple of materials to do this.

- Blankets – basic building block of a fort, can be easily carried around and moved by the player
- Furniture – The base of the fort, can be slowly moved by the player.
- Adhesives – items like tacks, tape and other sticky things to hold the blanket fort together.

Players will build forts by moving furniture around, adding adhesives and blankets to the furniture to add space to the fort. A larger fort can hold more toys and food.

Gathering
Players need to gather supplies to survive in their fort, and can only consume supplies while inside their fort. Items may be gathered from other rooms in the house, and carried back to the fort. Items that can be gathered:

- Food – Items that the player must consume to survive.
- Toys – Items for the player to play with inside their fort, and decorate it.
- Blankets/adhesives – items for the player to expand their fort, or create other forts.

Survival
Players must consume food at regular intervals to survive in their fort. They are not limited in what types of food they eat, they may use any food they have collected (Yes, it’s totally legit to eat a bowl of ice cream for dinner).